Quantification of human spatial behavior in an open field-locomotor maze.
To obtain and analyze the strategies of human spatial behavior, the Kiel Locomotor Maze, a maze-like analogue, was used. The Kiel Locomotor Maze automatically records different types of spatial memory errors, distances and rotation angles, decision time, and reaction times for each move. 18 patients with cerebral tumors within the frontal, temporal, or parietal lobes and 16 patients with Parkinson's disease were investigated with respect to "sense of direction." These parameters provide information beyond error scores. It was expected that patients with focal cortical lesions would be characterised by loss of directional sense whereas basal ganglia-related brain disease is characterised by preserved directional sense but poor memory for cue-defined target locations. Based on the neuropsychological theory of head-direction sense, especially the 1991 model of McNaughton, the functionality of storage and update of the head-direction sense may be reflected with the help of these parameters. "Direction sense" parameters provide information about success or failure of the acquisition of a spatial task much earlier than error scores.